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1.Introduction 
With the rapid development of internet, several of 

new applications have appeared. The traditional 

centered on host network architecture has been 

difficult to adapt to new application requirements, 

which faced with a series of challenges in mobility 

support, network scalability and security, etc. 

Although caching technology in application of 

content delivery networks (CDN) and peer to peer 

(P2P) [1] has alleviated the pressure of application 

requirements to a certain extent. The current caching 

strategies are aimed at a specific application and the 

technology with shortcomings of high complexity 

and costs and can’t apply to all applications. In order 

to solve these problems, researchers have focused 

attention on research of new Internet architecture [2]. 

Information-centric networks (ICN) emerges at the 

right moment and has received extensive research 

and development, among which; the respective 

schemes under this background include the content-

centric networking (CCN)/ named-data networking 

(NDN) [3], data-oriented network architecture 

(DONA) [4], NetInf [5], PDX [6], etc. In ICN, each 

node is equipped with a built-in cache, and its core 

idea is that storing content through internal routers of 

the network, then the user requests forward in the 

network.  

 
*Author for correspondence 

The caches will respond directly if hit along the way, 

rather than from the content source (server) each time 

[7]. 
 

Due to cache content closer to users, thus can reduce 

the consumption of network bandwidth, server load 

and user access delay [8]. It is considering these 

advantages, this thought is extended to the entire 

network and all applications in the design of the new 

Internet. 

 

Caching mechanism is the core of the ICN 

technology, the pros and cons of a caching system 

directly affect the efficiency of ICN content 

distribution, and a reasonable caching policy enables 

users easier to access, to content from the near cache 

nodes without from original content server (OCS) 

every time. The content placement and replacement 

strategy are two important aspects of caching 

technology research, however, the major problems of 

current caching policies include low space utilization 

rate, and low cache hit ratio and large access latency. 

In order to solve the above problems, this paper 

proposes a PGBCS Scheme. The main contributions 

of this paper are as follows. 

 

1) Refining the level of popularity to content chunk. 

The existing caching strategies are mostly based 

on content popularity, which is not the same as 
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content chunk popularity. This article refines the 

level of popularity to the chunk and realizes fine-

grained caching management. 

2) Based on comprehensive earnings to find the best 

placement node. Comprehensively measure factors 

that influence caching gain, finding the best node 

to cache the content chunk, and maximizing the 

comprehensive income of nodes. 

3) The substitution method based on the comparison 

of the content chunk value. Comparing the value 

of the content chunk to be replaced with the new 

arrival content chunk and determining whether it is 

necessary to cache new content chunk. 

 

2.Related works 
In ICN, if it is needed to establish collaboration 

domain and interactive state information of 

collaboration between the nodes. ICN caching 

strategies can be roughly divided into explicit 

collaboration and implicit cooperation [9]. In explicit 

collaboration mechanism, a kind of common way is 

through the interaction access mode between nodes in 

collaboration domain, the cache state, etc. to improve 

the caching diversity in the cooperative domain, but 

the strong dynamic interaction of ICN cannot bear 

the huge costs. 

 

In implicit cooperative caching mechanism, nodes 

can achieve cache decision-making with little or less 

interaction, at the same time; have an advantage in 

terms of execution speed and complexity. The 

implicit cooperative caching mechanism can be 

divided into the following two categories according 

to whether need to know accurate information about 

content popularity beforehand. 

 

2.1 Considering potential content popularity 

caching mechanism 

In [10] authors proposed an RCOne mechanism, 

which stores content objects in a node randomly 

selected along the way transmission path. ProbCache 

[11, 12] takes the node position in the data 

transmission path and cache capacity into account 

while making probability caching decisions, making 

the content with greater probability cached in the 

node closer to the requester. In [13] authors proposed 

a WAVE scheme which provides caching advice for 

the subsequent nodes by setting the mark, and stores 

content chunks of file in the exponential growth way 

along the transmission path when the number of 

requests for a unit of the file increases. Caching 

decisions according to node and importance in the 

community have been suggested [14, 15]. Such 

decisions are relatively simple, but lack of accurate 

information about content access frequency, and exist 

low speed of copying the content to the edge, the 

excessive competition in the edge nodes, the disorder 

competition of cache space between different 

transmission paths, etc. 

 

2.2Caching scheme based on content popularity 

In [16] authors proposed a caching scheme based 

caching age, which calculates the caching age of 

content according to the level of content popularity 

and the location of the storage nodes, the higher the 

content popularity, the longer the cache resides. A 

prob-PD scheme based on the probability of 

popularity which makes decision of probability 

caching according to content popularity and the 

distance from the content source have been proposed 

[17]. A caching mechanism based on income 

perception, which uses the filtering effect of request 

flow on the cache, and achieves collaboration 

between nodes and cache diversity while maximizing 

single node earnings have been proposed [18]. A 

probabilistic storage based heuristic caching method, 

the content with higher popularity and greater 

placement earnings can have a greater caching 

probability have been proposed [19]. Badov et al. 

[20] proposed a congestion perception and lookup 

mechanism, which caches the more helpful content to 

alleviate congestion and considers low bandwidth 

load of links preferentially when forwarding request 

messages. These schemes have a better performance 

in the cache hit ratio and bandwidth saving, however, 

most of them, assuming content popularity is a 

known parameter, besides, there is no clear 

description information that how to obtain and 

maintain content popularity by the router. 

 

In ICN caching systems, the request arrival process is 

related to the caching state of upstream nodes [21], so 

the arrival rate of content requests has a strong 

dynamic feature, and static offline popularity 

statistics clearly can’t will meet the needs of caching 

decisions. A direct method is to use a hash table to 

count the visits of content; however, the storage cost 

of this method is unbearable [22]. Some methods 

through the statistics of coarse-grained content access 

frequency to reduce the complexity, the specific 

methods include dividing the content into several 

levels in accordance with content popularity [23, 24] 

and using the content file popularity instead of 

content chunk popularity [25], etc. But users may 

show different degrees of interests towards the 

content chunks of same content file; these methods 

ignore the differences which influence the 

performance of the granular cache management. 
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Different with the above works, this paper 

comprehensively measures the main factors which 

influence the caching gain by means of implicit 

cooperation and finding out the best placement node 

to cache content chunks through the calculation of 

the server or nodes. At the same time, the regular of 

rise and fall is considered in caching mechanism and 

using the value of the content chunk comparison 

approach to decision new content chunk replacement. 

Besides PGBCS algorithm is simple and has a less 

cost of computing resources. 

 

3.PGBCS operation mechanism 
In our system model, the network is made up of OCS 

and some routers equipped with built-in cache as well 

as some users. Among which, only OCS can produce 

content, and store content permanently. Let G (V, E) 

be an undirected network with V=v1,.....,vn nodes and 

E the set of links. For the sake of simplicity, we 

assume that vi-1 is on the downstream side of vi, 

which means vi-1 is closer to the user. 

 

This article does not consider the situation of the 

flood routing, which means the nodes choose the 

next-hop only according to routing protocols and not 

broadcast to all ports when receive interest packet. 

 

3.1The basic principle of PGBCS 

In order to make the cache in ICN more efficient, this 

paper design's content chunk popularity and caching 

gain based caching scheme. The PGBCS basic idea is 

based on the value of a content chunk in the cache 

space is changing dynamically and decaying 

exponentially with time. At the same time, in order to 

ensure that the high popularity content chunks have 

high caching value, the value of content chunks 

increases exponentially with the requested count, so 

the value of high popularity content chunks can be far 

higher than the low popularity content chunks. The 

occupied space is marked as “idle” when the content 

chunks value below the threshold value set, however, 

the content chunks in the free space are not deleted 

immediately, and will be replaced only when new 

content chunks arrive, in this way, the content chunks 

in the free space can continue to provide service for 

users. When the content chunks of the free space pop 

up again, so that the value is higher than the threshold 

set, and then cancel its “idle” tag of the occupied 

space. Interest request packets will forward in the 

form of labels, and if hit along the way, then the OCS 

or router will packet and back to user along Interest 

path. If there are spare nodes on interest path, then 

store the content chunk on the spare node closest to 

the user; if there are no spare nodes, and then select a 

node which can maximize caching gain as the best 

placement node. 

 

3.2The implementation of PGBCS caching policy 

This paper aims to design an in-network caching 

scheme that can obtain high gain. Symbols are 

defined in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 Table of notation 

Notation Meaning 

o  Content chunk 

vi

 
The identify of i node 

iw  The average value of content chunks cached 

in vi 

iS  The occupied space of vi 

ir  The space of vi expected to take up 

if  The free space of vi 

iC  The overall cache space of vi 

ip  The usage ratio of vi 

di The distance between vi and user 

D  The total length of Interest path 

iq  The ratio of di and D 

( )iM v  Caching gain of vi 

0w
 

The initial value of content chunk 

( )im o
 

The number of requests for o  in vi 

( )iW o
 

The value of o  in vi 

( )tW o  The value of o  at time t  

 
3.2.1Caching gain measurement 

In ICN, if the high popularity content chunks are 

stored in nodes closer to users, which can reduce 

forwarding paths of interest packets and data packets, 

thus can decrease users’ access time effectively and 

improve the user’s experience. However, not all 

content chunks with high popularity can be stored on 

the node closest to the user due to the cache capacity 

constraints. Taking the information of nodes which 

includes the value of content chunks, the free space 

of nodes and the distance between nodes and users 

and etc. into account when searching the node along 

the interest path that can maximum caching gain if 

cache the content chunk. 

 

Defining a measure indicator M(vi) for a caching gain 

of router nodes, the bigger value of M(vi) shows that 

placing the new content chunk on the node will make 

overall nodes gain maximal on the interest path. The 

main factors influencing the value of M(vi) are: The 

smaller the average value 
iw  of the content cached 

by the iv , indicate that the higher possibility content 
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chunks in the node will be replaced and the greater 

the value of M(vi). The smaller the cache usage rate 

ip  of iv , shows that the greater the free space of the 

node, which can make full use of the cache space if 

cache the new content chunk on the node, and the 

greater the value of M(vi). The smaller the distance 

ratio qi of iv , shows that the closer distance between 

the node and user, which can reduce the user’s access 

delay if cache the new content chunk on the node, 

and the greater the value of M(vi). Comprehensive 

calculate 
iw , ip , iq  and obtain M(vi). 

 

Step 1: calculating the average value of the content 

chunks cached in iv . 

1

1
( )

n

i jj
w o

n 
   

Among them, 
iw  indicates the average value of 

content chunks cached in iv , n  indicates the number 

of content chunks cached, and jo  indicates content 

chunk j . 

Step 2: Computing the utilization rate of iv . 

i i
i

i

S r
p

C




 

Among them, Si  indicates the amount (not including 

the content chunk in free space) of space occupied of 

iv , ir  indicates the amount of space that expected to 

be occupied, the value of ir  is equal to the number of 

Interest packets forwarded across iv  which not yet 

return data packets. The maximum ir  equals Ci   Si 

(the size of the free space of iv ), thus it can 

guarantee 0<Pi<1. 

 

Step 3: The distance factor. 

i
i

d
q

D
  

Among them, di indicates the distance (the number of 

hops) between iv  and user along the interest path and 

D indicates the total length of Interest path. 

 

The calculation formula of iv  caching gain index. 

1 1 1
( )i

i ii

M v
p qw

    

When iv  has free space, then OCS or router nodes 

choose the best cache node according to fi in Interest 

packet, at this time, does not calculate the value of 

M(vi), so there is no meaningless situation that 

denominator equals 0. 
3.2.2The calculation of cache value 

If the Interest packet hit at OCS, then set an initial 

value 0w  for the content chunk (the value is greater 

than the threshold), and if the requested content 

chunk comes from router node, then the initial value 

of the content chunk is the value that cached in the 

node. Assuming that the distance between iv  and 

OCS is 1, and 1iv   located on the downstream side of 

iv , so the value of content chunk o  when it returned 

to 1iv   is calculated as follows. 

1

( ) 1

0

( ) 1

1

( )

( ) ( )

i

i

m o

i

m o

i i

w o w a

W o w o a 







  


 
 

 

Among them, mi(o) indicates the requested times of  

o in vi, and in order to avoid repeating calculation 

requests for the first time then minus 1. a(a>1) is the 

base of the index, and the greater its value shows that 

the faster the value increases of content chunk, we 

assume that a=2. 

 

The value growth rule of the content chunks in iv  

node is. 

( ) ( )iW o w o a   

Among them, W(o) is the value of o after request, 

wi(o) is the value of o  before request, and the content 

chunk o will growth a(a>1) times after every request, 

and the greater a shows that the faster the content 

chunk value increases, we assume that a=2. 

The value attenuation rule of content chunks in iv  

node is. 

0

( ) ( )

t t

t iW o w o b 



   

Among them, Wt(o) is the value of o at time t, Wi(o) 

is the value before attenuation, t0 indicates the last 

updated attenuation time, t-t0 indicates the distance 

from the last update time, and   is a constant. 

b(0<b<1) is the base number, the smaller its value 

shows that the faster attenuation of the content chunk, 

we assume that b=0.5, τ=1. 
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3.3The main algorithm 

PGBCS caching policy is based on single Interest 

packet request, this paper will give the strategy 

implementation with the process of Interest packet 

and data packet. 

 

When user sends a request, if the Interest packet does 

not hit and there is no PIT entry for content request at 

the node, then the 4 group ( iv , id , if , M(vi)) will be 

recorded and forwarded to the next node. If the 

Interest packet hit at the node, then take out the set of 

4 groups and judge whether there is any nodes with 

fi>0 along Interest path. Finding out iv  that closest to 

the user with fi>0. If exist, then caching o on the iv  

directly in the process of data packet back to user, 

and at the same time replacing the minimum value of 

the content chunk; If not exist, then choose iv  with 

the maximum M(vi) as the best cache node along 

Interest path. When the data packet back to the node, 

comparing with the content chunk with the minimum 

value, if the value of the content chunk not less than 

the minimum value, then replacing the minimum 

value content chunk; if the value of the content chunk 

less than the minimum value which shows the 

content chunk has low popularity, then giving up 

cache the content chunk. 

 

If the Interest packet hits at OCS after forwarding, 

then OCS will pack content chunk into packet and 

back to user along Interest path. First of all, OCS will 

assign an initial value 0w  to the content chunk o  

and the value of o  will increase with the number of 

request times increases. Then, the OCS determines 

the location of the content chunk o , the process is 

similar to the above process of when Interest packet 

hit at the node, so we will not repeat it here. PGBCS 

strategy is only associated with the value of fi and 

M(vi) of the node, so the node that Interest packet hit 

can judge independently and there is no additional 

information interaction between nodes. 

 

In order to illustrate the PGBCS strategy 

implementation process more clearly, the pseudo 

code of PGBCS algorithm is given in Table 2. 

 

Table 2 PGBCS algorithm 

1. Initialization 

2. if exist nodes with fi ﹥0 along Interest path 

3. Case1: exist 

4. IF (the number of nodes is equal to 1) 

5. caching content chunk o  in the node and replacing 

the content chunk with the lowest value cached in 

free space; 

6. ELSE 

7. caching content chunk o  in the node closest to the 

user and replacing the content chunk with the lowest 

value cached in free space; 

8.  End IF; 

9. Case2: not exist 

10.  selecting the node with the largest M(vi) as the best 

cache node; 

11. IF (the value of o  not less than the lowest value of 

content chunk in vi) 

12. caching o  in the node and replacing the content 

chunk with the lowest value; 

13. ELSE 

14. discarding the content chunk o  and giving up 

caching; 

15.  End IF; 

 

4.Experiment simulation and analysis 
In order to verify the performance of PGBCS 

proposed in this paper, we carried out the simulation 

and performance evaluation based on ndnSIM [26] 

simulator and used Matlab software draw graphics 

with simulation data. The main performance 

parameters considered include cache hit ratio, the hop 

count and content diversity ratio. 

 

4.1The setup and method of simulation 

Topological structure is based on any intention 

structure, as shown in Figure 1; the experimental 

network topology consists of 36 nodes. 

 

…

Figure 1 Simulation topology 

 

At the same time, we assume that the number of the 

content is 10000, each content has the same size 10 

Mbytes, and has been divided into k=10 chunks; 

Each router buffer space is 100 Mbytes, which can 

cache 100 content chunks. In addition, each user will 
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send 1000 requests for content to connect routers in 

the simulation process, besides the arrival of the 

requests accord with Poisson distribution and the user 

requests for content accord with Zipf distribution 

[27], in which, we assume 0.5≤α≤1 and α=0.7. We 

selected representative strategy as PGBCS 

performance comparison objects: one is the 

traditional leave copy everywhere (LCE) strategy, 

another is the strategy based on the betweenness 

strategy. This paper used multiple performance 

parameters that PGBCS compared with LCE and 

Betw, which includes cache hit ratio, hop count and 

content diversity ratio. In addition, we also studied 

the effect of various network parameters on the 

performance, such as cache size, the number of 

content and Zipf parameters. The main parameters 

and default values of this paper are given in Table 3. 

 

Table 3 Experimental parameters 

Parameter Default value Range 

Number of nodes 36  

Number of users 1000  

Number of content 10000 5000~20000 

Content size (MB) An average of 10  

Node cache size (MB) 100 50~200 

Access pattern Zipf:  =0.7 0.5~1 

 

4.2The result of the experiment 

The experiment results are given in this section, in 

order to observe the network performance is affected 

by some parameters, we only make one parameter 

change and other parameters remain unchanged, its 

default value is shown in Table 3. 
4.2.1The influence of the cache size 

In this section, we first observed the effect of cache 

size on system performance. Figure 2 shows the 

system performance changes over the cache size, 

among them, cache size have been increased from 

50MB to 200MB. 

 

As expected, from Figure 2 (a) you can see that the 

cache hit ratio of these three mechanisms increases 

with the increase of the cache size, and in this 

process, the performance of PGBCS has been always 

better than LCE and Betw. Figure 2 (b) shows that 

the hops user access to the content of these three 

mechanisms decreases with the increase of the cache 

size. Because of the hit ratio has improved the hop 

count also fell naturally. However, the hop count of 

PGBCS is always lower than LCE and Betw. As is 

shown in Figure 2 (c) that the CDR of these three 

mechanisms increases with the increase of the cache 

size, and PGBCS is always higher than LCE and 

Betw. 

 
(a) Hit ratio changes over the cache size 

 
(b) Hop count changes over the cache size 

 
(c) Content diversity ratio changes over the cache 

size 

Figure 2 The influence of the cache size 
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4.2.2The influence of content quantity 

Figure 3 shows the situation that system performance 

changes over content quantity, the number of content 

changes from 5000 to 20000 in a wide range. As 

shown in Figure 3(a) that the cache hit ratio of these 

three mechanisms reduces significantly with the 

increase of content amount. This is mainly because 

the cache size hasn’t changed but the content quantity 

increased, thus, the cache will become increasingly 

scare and the probability of Interest packet be 

responded is reduced naturally. However, compared 

with LCE and Betw, PGBCS always shows an 

obvious advantage. In Figure 3(b), as expected, the 

hop count of these three mechanisms increases with 

content amount increases, but PGBCS is always 

lower than LCE and Betw. As shown in Figure 3(c) 

that the CDR of these three mechanisms decreases 

with the content amount increases and PGBCS is 

always better than LCE and Betw in various cases. 

However, the relative advantage of PGBCS is 

gradually shrinking with the increase of content 

amount. 

 
(a) Hit ratio changes over content quantity 

 

 
(b) Hop count changes over content quantity 

 
(c) Content diversity ratio changes over content 

quantity 

Figure 3 The influence of content quantity 

 
4.2.3The influence of Zipf parameters (α) 

Now, everybody has a widespread belief that user 

preferences (i.e., access mode) for the content 

follows Zipf distribution. Different applications has 

different distributed parameters, the greater Zipf 

parameter ( ) the more concentrated the user 

preferences. In this section, we study the influence of 

user preference on caching mechanism performance, 

more accurately; we’d like to know the caching 

mechanism performance for different applications. 

Figure 4 shows the results of the experiment, in 

which, α varies from 0.5 to 1. 
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(b) Hop count changes over parameter α  

 
(c) Content diversity changes over parameter α 

Figure 4 The influence of Zipf parameter (α) 

 

Figure 4(a) clearly shows that the cache hit ratio of 

these three mechanisms increases with the increase of 

α, the performance improves with the strengthen of 

local time.  

 

This is because these three mechanisms take 

advantage of the local time of content in place or 

replacement strategy, which is further proved that the 

importance of using local time in designing caching 

mechanism. Figure 4(b) shows that the hop count of 

these three mechanisms decreases with the increase 

of α, but PGBCS is better than LCE and Betw. 

Figure 4(c) shows that the CDR of PGBCS and Betw 

decreases slowly with the increase of α, while the 

CDR of LCE almost kept unchanged, but PGBCS is 

always higher than LCE and Betw. The above 

experimental results show that PGBCS performance 

is better than LCE and Betw under various 

experimental conditions which include cache hit 

ratio, hop count and content diversity ratio. 

 

5.Conclusion   
In this paper, we propose a content chunk popularity 

and gain based caching scheme. It refines content 

object to the chunk, and realizes fine-grained caching 

decisions. The strategy makes full use of content 

chunk popularity, and takes the access frequency of 

content chunk as a measure of popularity. The 

popularity of a content chunk increases exponentially 

with the requested count, at the same time, it decays 

exponentially over time. PGBCS also takes node’s 

overall caching gain into account, the new arrival 

content chunk is cached in the node which can 

maximize the overall caching gain. The simulation 

results show that the scheme can improve the cache 

hit ratio of routing nodes and reduce users’ requests 

time delay. In the future, we will study the correlation 

between different content chunks of a same content 

object, and apply it to the PGBCS to improve the 

performance of our algorithm. 
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